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Our Dear Community Members,
Subho Bijaya! We are blessed to come together as a community of talented individuals tied by our cultural heritage on this auspicious occasion. Ma Durga’s triumph over evil establishes the tendency of good to defeat bad against all odds. Ma Durga symbolizes the
strength, bravery, and humanity we seek to find in ourselves. As we
pray, we seek to find hope. We seek to find our identity. Let us turn
the warmth of the flames during Anjali into a warmth in our souls
opening ourselves to the possibilities of the future.
It seems it was only yesterday that we were students in the
youngest class at Pathsala, eager to learn about our language and
culture. Now, we are editors-in-chief for a magazine we have submitted to since we joined BASC so long ago. A lot has changed in the
past ten years, and not just in our own lives. The world is a different
place. Because of this, we decided to focus on the theme of
“change” this year. As our younger BASC members grow up, the culture of this community changes as well.
This magazine is very close to our hearts. Ankur has always been
a blank canvas for our community members to contribute their brush
strokes to. This magazine has been a confluence of our love for our
rich mother tongue, artistic expressions, and creative thoughts.
We would like to thank our wonderful 2015 Ankur team for their
hard work. Our special thanks to our mentor, Apurba uncle, for his
guidance and support to Ankur magazine. We thank everyone who
submits their work to this magazine for making it extraordinary and
everyone who reads this magazine for making it meaningful. Ankur is
a symbol of how BASC brings Bengali culture to the new generations
and creates a community. We are forever indebted to this cultural
community for the life long lessons it has taught us and for the family
it has been.

Our Sincerest Regards,
Mimi and Aurnov
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EDITORIAL: Only 90’s Kids Remember
Mimi Halder
Floppy disks. Pagers. Discmans. Gameboys.
Twenty years ago, these items represented the pinnacle of new technology. Now, it would be a miracle if you found them at the bottom of a garage
sale bin. Instead of board games and photo albums, we are hypnotized by
app games and Instagram feeds. The way we perceive the world has trans-

formed completely. Technology changes as we do, grows as we grow, and
leaves before there is a chance to say goodbye. It seems that every week a
new gadget is unveiled. By the time I graduate high school, I won’t be surprised
if Apple releases the iPhone 20s.
The very nature of changing technology is reflected in our own volatile
nature. Millennials change their minds as often as they switch apps, gravitating
towards the latest trends before replacing them with yet another novelty.
Change is ingrained into our mindset, and we are worlds apart from our elders.
They often stereotype us as a generation that is self-absorbed and bratty,

good for nothing but manifesting our vanity into selfies. To an extent, they’re
not wrong. Facebook is filled with excessively intimate photo albums and fake
friends. Instagram is little more than a feeble attempt at glorifying a mediocre
life. Twitter breaks down a person’s day into short bursts of information that no
one really cares about anyway. And yet, despite all of this, social media is one

of the greatest blessings of this generation. It brings us together in a way that
pagers and phone booths could not, and effects change in the world better
than governments or laws.
My generation is an enigma. We remember corded landlines but are
glued to smartphones. We recollect long wait times for the Internet to boot up

but hold a universe of information at our fingertips. We know how to rewind VHS
tapes but prefer Netflix and chill. We are a generation stuck between the past
and the future, trying to define our present.
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EDITORIAL: Be The Change
Aurnov Chattopadhyay
The second law of thermodynamics establishes the natural tendency of
movement of entropy to dystrophy, as order naturally moves into chaos. It is
the struggle of civilization to disobey the very principle that dictates our universe. As the world changes, we must recognize the true ramifications of our
society’s “progress”. Are we hurtling towards dystrophy in the name of liberalism or are we enforcing a rigid entropy in the name of conservatism? Straddled
in a delicate balance between entropy and dystrophy, our humanity has
found a niche.
The refugee crisis in Syria threatens the social structure of the Western Europe. Israel and Palestinian conflicts have escalated while the Middle East is increasingly polarized between Sunni and Shiite States. Yet, a new progressive
youth has the potential to liberalize the Middle East displacing the terrorist factions that have hijacked nations with moderate democracy.
Aggressive industrial development policy in China is creating an eco-

nomic bubble capable of destabilizing Pacific economies. Yet a new cultural revolution promoting gender equality and open thinking is empowering a rising
middle class in the most populous state of the world.
America is now threatened by widespread gun violence and the social
unrest aroused by racial inequality in our law enforcement. Masses of protestors

are, at the same time, raising awareness and perpetuating violence. The very
geopolitical and social fabrics of international and domestic stability seems to
be undulating. The world is changing, we must change with it. Being aware is
not enough, we must be the change in the world we want to see.
We must strive to turn our privilege into difference. To the Aunties who
flaunt their gaudy evening sarees bragging that they are worth 50,000 rupees,
$350 is all it takes to sponsor an orphan in a developing country with food,
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water, education, and shelter for an entire year. I implore them to ponder if
bragging about your elegant saree and posting it on Facebook is truly more
meaningful than providing 2 innocent children with their livelihood for a year.
We preach change, but living by change is another thing.
It is what we do with our wealth, not the vastness of wealth itself that
matters. It is not about the destination, it is about the journey. Live for the journey. Live for the difference. Live for the change.

“If there is no struggle, there is no
progress.”
~ Frederick Douglass

“Change is the only constant in life.”
~Saikat Chakraborty, BASC President
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Ganesha
Anya Pramanick

Age: 8
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Ma Durga
Avik Samanta

Age: 12

Skyline
Rupsha Chakraborty
Age: 15
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Why War is Bad
Arin Sasmal

Age: 12
For 4,000 years, man has foolishly fought and killed itself for his own greed,
and religious reasons. Many people such as me are against it for many reasons.
Reasons that I hate it is because people live in fear. Other reasons are wasted
money, which could be used for education. Also it is bad for the economy, it
takes lives of loved ones, forces young teens to fight in war, and has civilian casualties. I would like to have an end to this. I would like to achieve world peace.
My reason is that young teens are sometimes forced to join during war. I have
heard that people get scared since they join at young ages. Also, I know that

governments spend millions of dollars for no reason, but their own fault. One person says that, “If war is good, then killing people is good.” Another person said,
“War is killing off innocent people. An opposer said, “We all have sins, so freedom is not free. We have to fight to get it.” I know this is true, but it sounds like it is
from a movie, specifically Iron Man 4. Also, seriously killing is one of the world’s

greatest sins.
Someone also said, “War has never solved anything.” This person said, “If
there is no war, then the world would live in fear.” I say, “If there was no war
there would be no Hitler, no ISIS, and no more terror fights.” I though did agree

fully agree with this person. He said that, “War is all based of pain, despair, and
senseless death.” Others say, “War is progress, and the U.S. can also hold superpower.” Confusing at that, it is like they are saying, the U.S. rules the world. I
thought that the U.S. were the ones that helped stop world domination. I thought
it was gone from all people. This information is from Debate.org, where 70% of
the voters are against war and 30% are with war, as of September 30th, 2015.
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The reasons war is generally bad, is that it is massacre. It displaces a lot of

people and it leads to injury or death of many others. When people, including
soldiers, see a massacre they have a trauma. When they start to recover, they

will still have the memory of the war that they were in. It would be like lurking at
the back of their minds. This is dangerous since at the age of 18 you have to
sign up as a volunteer for the military until the age of 18, 19, or 20. Think about
that. What happens if an 18 year old had just enlisted, and got killed. If he died,
the family would be scarred and if he got injured he would be scarred, but war
is there for people to know who is, I guess is stronger. It also helps make laws,
but 20 year old Lance Cpl. Andrew Wright, and 21 year old Lance Cpl. Roel
Ryan Briones were put on a mission that they will never forget.
Their mission was to carry out dead bodies of innocent Iraqi citizens. They

were told to photograph the bodies, to check for any tampering. They had to
pick up 23 bodies. It was horrific and terrible scene. The boys lost all of their
gear to the marine unit. Both of them were in shock. One of their families friend
died because of none, but his own unit’s fault. I see nothing good except possible Iraqi terrorist protectors gone.
This is why we need world peace. We need to stop war and let people
live free without having to fear that they will be killed. Many citizens have died
and casualties are rising. I do not want my family or anyone next. It is foolish to
do something for someone else. That is why we should end war forever.
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Dragon War
Ayush Saha

Age: 11

I insert one dollar

I press F5
Seventy five cents

The Vending Machine
Roddur Dasgupta
Age: 14

I wait
I collect my soda
Where’s my change?
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Kolkata Durga Puja
Mohona Ganguly

Age: 12
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Shoe Shelf
Bakul Banerjee

Age: 16
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Embers

Mimi Halder
Age: 16
Gone are the days of gentle-hearted kindling,
Swept aside by fires that rage on, never dwindling.
Misery of men ignites a spark and nurtures inklings
To topple sinful statuaries donned with golden cufflinks.
Burn, incinerate, scorch the chains and braces;
The smoldering remains are only cause for celebration.
Fear not the toxic smoke that strangles hope through suffocation,
Even iron-fisted armor melts in heated conflagration.
Yesterday, the people stood their ground and struck a match,
Sharpening their flintstone and waiting for attack.
Today, they hold the sparks that char their calloused hands;

Tomorrow, an inferno will consume the tarnished land.
Ferocious flames of fury frighten mountains into tremor,
And pillars in the sky fall to blistering distemper.
The people are a phoenix borne of ash who must remember
To burn a new beginning takes but one glowing ember.
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Still Life
Arko Tribedi

Age: 10
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Tea
Aurnov Chattopadhyay

Age: 16
The kerosene murmured,

An earthy steam rose,

As the red chipped kettle,

Tempted by the aroma,

Vibrated intermittently.

I lift the cup tempted to sip.

The murmurs escalated,

I dip my tongue into the cup

A sharp sound emanated,

The burning hot sensation spreads,

A blast of hot steam.

Droplets dribble down my throat.

The boiling water flowed,

Rejuvenated by the tea,

Filling the olive green cup,

Its warmth a part of me,

Effervescently bubbling.

I am grounded.

Placing the bag of Darjeeling tea,

An individual defined by circum-

A brown green hue diffused

stance,

The clear water now muddy.

I seek to add to my identity,
Never losing my soul,
I change with my eyes open,

I change aware.
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Errand Boy
Shruti Chakraborty

Age: 16
A blank page starts a story, an enlightening story, and a powerful one. It
would be nice if everyone’s interpretations were the same, yet it never is. My
bias isn’t anyone else’s bias. However, how I judge people shouldn’t influence

anyone else because after all, we all think differently. Understand, like any other human being, I’m no hero. I do have a dream. It’s “purposeful isolation.” I
have been taking steps for it; everyday is one day closer to achieving my
dream.
I’m colorblind. Differentiating colors nowadays has become a difficult

task. Not just colors, but emotions too. I can perceive emotions in a more generalized sense, but emotionally connecting with people is difficult for me. Therefore, I never felt a sense of belonging. As I went down the escalator, I stood still
and stared at everyone below. Everyone was rushing to buy their tickets,
checking their phones eagerly for another texts, and eagerly glancing at their

watches. They were all rushing passed my existence. It was like this everyday,
like a black and white film. I took my subway card out of my pocket, scanned
it, and took the second flight of stairs down, waiting for the powerful sirens of
the train to awaken.
Two more minutes and the sirens were to come, loud and clear, and
within those ten seconds I’d robotically move myself precisely nine steps forward, not because that number was any kind of obsession; it just never took
eight or ten, and it never occurred of me to change that. The cold air flew past
me; it was no doubt refreshing, reminding me that today was another day, just

like everyday. Strangely, today I wouldn’t get to enjoy the comfort of predictably.
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I walked forward to the only seat available, taking it before someone
else did. I closed my eyes and felt the jerking movement of the train. Across
from me were familiar newspapers from yesterday, and a familiar old man. The
man looked restless, as if he had something he needed to do urgently. He had
a furious grip on his grocery bags with his right hand, and on the cold metal
pole with his left. As he pursed his lips, his malevolent eyes caught my attention,
just like they did yesterday and the day before. His emotion was utmost compelling, not his frustration itself, but the physical manifestation of his frustration. I
couldn't help but wonder why this frustration was an everyday occurrence.
The train stopped. I stood up in the next few seconds, avoiding the traffic
around me as I exited the train. “Claustrophobia” would best describe the situation. The heat was overwhelming but I chose to ignore it, I peaked at the

large clock ahead. 7:30. I glanced over at the escalators. As usual, they were
flooding with people coming on to the platform and leaving. The staircase had
seemed the better option. Suddenly, I felt the weight of a brick on myself shoulder. I instinctively looked back, and realized it was merely a man stomping his
way out of the crowd. Without any grudge against the man, I walked my way

out of the mess.
I made my way up the stairs to the intersection and waited at the stoplight to cross the street. The cool breeze refreshed every ounce of disapproval
of the mustered environment. The air, however, didn’t change the chaos outside either. The flashing orange walk sign said ten more seconds. Suddenly, I
saw a young girl sprint towards the intersection without regard for the traffic.
There was no doubt she would get hit by the car. Today was the first day helping a person was an instinct.
Without further ado, I sprinted towards her. Just as she entered the inter-

section, I tightly grasped her wrist, and pulled her away. I looked back and noticed two men chasing her. Therefore, I led her to a dark alley and we squatted
behind two large trash cans. I covered her mouth to quiet her heavy breaths. I
also consciously tried to slow my own breathing.
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She squinted one eye and furrowed her eyebrows. I assumed she was

confused, yet relieved. The two men in dark clothing passed through the alley. I
couldn’t clearly see their faces. I casually let go of her puny wrist, and her
mouth. When signaling her to follow my direction, I had a strong belief she
would follow me. Here. I had purpose. There, I had nothing.
Unfortunately, I was wrong.
She suddenly yelled, “Who are you? I honestly did not ask for your help
here! I could have taken care of myself!”
“Yeah?” Was my blunt response.
“None of your help is necessary. Get out of my way!” She replied with
rage.
She was so loud that it was highly probable that the two men had heard

her. “Hm,” came my response. I was annoyed at her stupidity and lack of gratitude, so I walked away from her.
Suddenly, my phone vibrated. It was a call from Catherine. “Yeah?” I replied.
“A man sent us an email and has two errands for you.” She continued, “ I

looked up his name online, and he’s actually a news reporter! Read it,” she
commands me at the end.
Keeping her on the call, I opened the email:
“ To: 3462158@hlnm.com

From: joongiyoung@stpra.gmail.com
Dear Errand Boy,
The president of STPRA. He’s my father. I need him imprisoned not killed. Just for now, I need you to locate and spy on his
every action. I’ll give all the following information in a packet.

Head to the L’enfant Plaza. Look for a book called, City of the
Sun by David Levien at the Capital Hill Book Store. There’s a key in
there to the safety deposit box (#1287) in the CHASE Bank right
around the corner. You’ll need to retrieve the packet from there.
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They are a list of names of all the people working under my dad
in this horrid organization. There will be another set of instructions

inside the envelope. I am willing to pay you $1,000,000 for this entire job, even more if required.
I have another job for you. I need to find my daughter. In this
email is an attachment of her picture of whom I am presuming to
be her. There’s a zip-log bag inside the envelope. Grab her blood
or hair, anything of which I can test if the DNA matches. There’s
one gym in the area. Head to the boy’s locker room, and keep it
in there: 5309. The key: 32 22 1. Do this first. This errand: $700.
Joon”
My eyes were drawn to the second paragraph again. This guy didn't
seem to know what his daughter looked like. Perhaps he has never seen her.
Or, she could have been kidnapped at a younger age.
I scrolled down on my phone to click on the attachment. My eyes widened in surprise. It was the same girl I had saved just a few moments ago. I im-

mediately sprinted towards her direction, not wasting even a moment.
I haven’t explained myself explicitly. I was initially on my daily routine to
the supermarket. I’m a college graduate, and my job? Don’t misunderstand
me, I’m no spy, agent, nor some fictional superhero with extraordinary powers,
with a random ability of going to some strange dimension to see Thor. Nor, do I

have extraordinary strength, in which I could destroy the whole world with one
finger.
My title is “Errand Boy,” and I have a dream of living in an enormous
mansion on a Caribbean Island.
The adrenaline and my determination lit my eyes. What drives me is having a purpose.
I will succeed.
To be continued…
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Rangoli

Shinjini Das
Age: 13

Colors in My Life

Roma Burman
Age: 9
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Audrey Hepburn

Shivangi Das
Age: 17

Marilyn Monroe
Ashmita Deb
Age: 14
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Beggar
Rajan Paul

Age: 17
A young man travelled abroad to visit his ancestral home. As he explored the small village, he
came across a young boy sitting on the side of a dirt road.
“What are you doing?” the young man asked the boy.
“Begging.”
“Begging for what?”
“Food to fill my empty stomach.”
Feeling pity for the boy, the young man gave the boy all the money he had in his wallet and
then went on his way.

A few years passed, and the young man, now a grown man, returned to visit the village. As he
wandered around the village, he came across a young man sitting on the side of a dirt road.
“What are you doing?” the grown man asked.
“Begging.”
“Begging for what?”

“A better life.”
Feeling pity for the young man, the grown man gave the young man all the money he had in
his wallet and then went on his way.
Many years passed before the grown man, now an old man, returned to the village. As he

went for a morning walk, he came across a very young child sitting on the side of a dirt road.
“Where is your father?” the old man asked.
“Gone.”
“What are you doing?”
“Begging.”
“Begging for what?”
“I do not know.”
Feeling pity for the child, the old man gave the child all the money he had in his wallet and
then went on his way.
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Catalina Island
Indronil Ganguly
Age: 12
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The New House
Rohan Chakrabortygupta
Age: 5
There was a teeny, tiny house far, far away. Even though the house was
teeny tiny, in it lived a gazillion of tiny people. They were so small that you
can’t even see them with the most powerful microscope. One day some

magic happened and those tiny people grew a little bigger all at once. They
couldn’t fit inside the house any more. So, they thought of making a new
house. The leader of the tiny people called the four builders to build a new
house. The four builders came up with different ideas of the house. They were
a house of stone, a house of stick, a house of leaf and a house of fabric. They
forgot the 4 Cs that they all used to follow. The 4 Cs are to communicate, to
collaborate, to cooperate and to do critical thinking. As a result, there were
four separate houses. This was a huge problem because all the people wanted to stay together. The leader scolded the four builders and told them to fol-

low the 4 Cs and make one house. The four builders then mixed up all their
ideas and build a house with sticks, leaves, stones and fabric. Everybody became very happy. From that day, all the tiny people started to follow the 4 Cs
and lived happily together in the new house for many, many years.
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Princess of Marwa
Ankita Guha
Age: 13

Goldilocks & The
Three Bears
Anika Guha
Age: 6
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Pizza
Roop Gupta

Age: 14
As I bite into the hot crispy bread of the pizza
My taste buds are delighted
The warm layer of cheese sizzles on top of the pizza
My eyes light up to this sight
The beautiful aroma of the toppings comes to me
My sense of smell is telling me to dig in already
Pizza, oh pizza
So delicious, so amazing

Pikachu
Arko Tribedi
Age: 10
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What If
Ayush Ram Sen

Age: 12
“What if the world ended?
What if the universe exploded?
What if Jupiter crashed into Earth?
What if everything around you vaporized?

What if the Earth’s core split in half, with lava spewing out of it?
What if death itself became greedy and started to kill off the people of Earth?
What if space invaders came and took over the planet?
What if a huge tornado ripped all humans off the planet?
What if all the villains from Batman came alive and attacked us all?
What if all these things happened, and I wasted my last moment on math
homework?”
I asked my teacher.
And after all that, I just got this:

“Well, what if it didn’t? Then you still didn’t do your math homework.” My teacher replied.
“What if…” I wasn’t about to lose to my teacher.

“Change is the law of life. And those
who look only to the past or present are
certain to miss the future.”
~ John F. Kennedy
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The Space Trip
Rishi Halder

Age: 10
3015 A.D.
I woke like the speed of a laser gun. I looked outside my window and there
it was ,Hedronomis, or the purple galaxy. My fellow crewmates also gazed in
awe upon it. It was beautiful, glowing in the dark fabric of space like a lantern
in a dungeon. There was every color you could imagine but mostly purple. But
only what I saw was 1/100,000,000 of it. By now you probably all confused. Let
me start from the beginning.
My name is Riley and I am one of the recruits in the SPCTR project. This

top secret project is an organization to investigate new galaxies and solar
bodies. I am in a team with 7 other people. Recently, we figured out a way to
harness dark matter and convert it into the speed of light. Only then were we
able to go to distant galaxies. We already explored the Andromeda galaxy
four months ago. This time we were going to the glowing purple galaxy,

Herdronomis. This galaxy is 1,000,000,000,000,000 trillion times the size of our
Milky Way galaxy. We thought it formed 99 million years ago when 5 galaxies,
smashed into each other. Right now we were leaving from Earth, far away into
distant space…
As we left our solar system and galaxy, we went in the sea of space. The

trip to Hedronomis would take about 10 years to and back so we had DS
pods, or deep sleep pods, where we went to sleep and water would flow into
the pods. After 5 years, I came back into consciousness and the everyone else
in my team came into consciousness too. Their names were: Bob, Phil, Thomas,
Percy, Jack, Jason, and Mimi. I looked outside the window and there it was,
Hedronomis, standing in its glory. As my fellow crewmates gazed upon it, we
entered the galaxy.
We came into a solar system with 10 planets. The sun was a blue star that
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was 36 times bigger than our sun. We picked to go to the third planet from the
sun like ours and it was purple with a shade of gray. Would we find life? Before
when we went to Andromeda, all we found were microorganisms that weren’t
that fascinating. However, took them home and a marvelous event in history
happened, they could cure cancer!
When we entered the planet we equipped laser guns, jetpacks and shiny
yellow radioactive proof armor that had oxygen so we could breathe. The

planet’s atmosphere was made up of 55 percent carbon monoxide and 45
percent carbon dioxide. The planet’s crust was red just like the atmosphere of
Mars. Its temperature was about 81 degrees Fahrenheit. We flew in our jetpacks for 3 miles and found huts made of a material I could not identify. There
were creatures that looked like hooded mummies. One of them found us and

called the others to attack! We had to act fast, so we fired our laser guns and
color spilled everywhere: yellow, purple, blue, and red. We did not mean harm
so we flew away to our ship.
We decided then to go to the fourth planet from the sun. This planet
looked green with orange stripes. The planet’s atmosphere was 100 percent

oxygen but we still kept our radioactive armor on in case there were viruses
that we were not immune to. We found creatures on this planet that looked
like cave men. When they saw us they threw wooden club at us but we
dodged them. They had a gray wood wheel and threw it at us. They seemed
like humans that were not as evolved as we were! We tried to reason with
them but they just didn’t understand. We flew once again back to the ship
with failure. We could not go to any other of the planets because they were
gas giants and magnificently, one was 8 times bigger than Jupiter!
The ship was running out of dark matter so we had to call it a day (or like

5 years). We set the ship on auto control back to Earth and went back into our
DS pods. Although we didn’t get to communicate with life, we sure had an adventure in space!
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The Lion
Ashmita Deb
Age: 14
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Dear Mother
Abiral Ganguly
Age: 14
June 7, 1944
Dear Mother,
As I begin to write, the clouds are moving on and the muggy day is
somewhat clear. Many French villagers are greeting us warmly and joyously.
They seem highly relieved after being liberated from years of occupation by
Nazi German soldiers. At long last we are steadily winning the battles, yet I feel
nevermore miserable; it has rained out here nonstop for one hundred days. I

hope you will forgive me since I have tragic news in the midst of this neverending World War II to share with you. Some hours ago, while our American paratroopers were fighting hard to take back a small village in southern France, I unknowingly killed my elder brother Albert. Since I never saw him before, you must
be wondering how I recognized him. Allow me to explain.
I was given the task of destroying a German army bunker with 4 machine
guns which was causing trouble for our platoon. It turns out that Albert was the
last machine gunner alive in that German foxhole before it fell into our hands.
When my rifle’s second-to-last bullet killed him, a deathly silence followed from

the rocky terrain. We then slowly tiptoed to the enemy trench. The only reason I
recognized Albert is because my commanding officer asked me to write down
all details about the 28 dead enemy soldiers. As I went through Albert’s puny
wallet, I found a picture of you, father Koby and a little boy.
You immigrated to the US from Germany with my sister and me twenty years
ago when I was only 5 months old. My elder brother Albert stayed back with
my father who chose not to immigrate. It all added up. Alas, my miserable rifle
had just shot down my very own flesh and blood. As I write, my other hand is
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holding the photo of my brother and our parents. In it, you all look so happy. I
wish our family had never separated and had come to the USA together. Alas, I
could have played baseball with him and taken him along when the bullies
hazed me in middle school. Teaming up, we could have tracked down the
hooligans who threw raw eggs on our front door during a long gone Halloween
night. Why must destiny be so very cruel for some? My fingers tremble and my
heart aches in every nook and cranny. O mother, please forgive for my miserable act of killing Albert. It was not at all deliberate. You must know.
Love you forever.
Sincerely,
Your son,
Corporal Karl Schmidt,
From a village near Normandy

“Be the change you want to see in the
world.”
~Mahatma Gandhi
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Durga Thakur
Paroma Ganguly
Age: 9

“Never believe that a few caring people can’t
change the world. For, indeed, that’s all who
ever have.”

~Margaret Mead
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Culture and Identity
Adrija Chakraborty

Age: 17
Fated to leave all of our relatives to travel to the alien lands of Anaheim,
my family left India when I was three months old. Switching out the rickshaw riddled streets of Kolkata for the orange tree studded cities of Anaheim, my family
became first-generation pioneers in America soon after I was born. But as my
parents made the move, they pledged they would never lose touch of their
roots and make sure I knew my heritage.
Joining the Bengali Association of Southern California (BASC) made losing my Bengali values an impossible feat. An organization devoted to celebrat-

ing everything from annual pujas (religious ceremonies) to hosting folk music
festivals, BASC became the medium through which I learned about Bengali
customs. Growing up, my childhood was defined by weekends with my closest
Bengali friends during Durga Puja—a festival honoring the goddess of cleansing—and rehearsals with my jethus, or uncles, for dramas about life in Kolkata.

By immersing myself in the traditions of an age-old culture, I learned everything
from how to write letters to my grandparents to how to properly eat Indian
street food from people I now consider my family.
It is because of BASC that I now embrace the various aspects of my customs. I not only appreciate my heritage, but I also celebrate the community
spirit that is inherent in Bengali living since my community is what provided me
the cousins, uncles, aunts, and grandparents I did not have nearby. By exposing me to the customs of West Bengal while living in America, BASC let me connect with my culture in ways my parents had never thought possible 17 years
ago.
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Bird
Mohuli Ganguly
Age: 9

Mini-Yoshi
Arko Tribedi
Age: 10
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Silence
Sambodh Mitra

Age: 14
To walk out into the streets of the darkened city, to breathe in the frozen
and thick air, to do anything else during the silent hours of the late night was
quite uncommon for residents living in the 148th century. And yet, surprisingly,
that was just what Mr. Thomas L. Radley did every night, without fail. Although
by doing so, he was intentionally breaking the curfew laws of the current tyrannical age, Mr. Radley felt quite safe; the misty air created from the byproduct
of centuries of pollution hid him every night, and would hide him tonight too.
Perhaps it would have been correct to flee the miserable and ravaged

earth, to fly away on the distant hope that there was another untainted world
in the universe. 9 billion people seemed to think so, risking their lives for their
hope. Radley smiled in the quietness. He knew the truth. Overpopulation had
grew so much that a culling of the human race simply had to be done. He
knew what would happen to that rocket: those people would never return to

earth, and it was impossible that they would ever find another planet. However, Mr. Radley had no intention of committing suicide with the other people; his
time on earth was nearly over, and he planned to finish his days alone, through
his own means.
A crunch broke through the thick air, and Radley tensed. He looked to his
right and waited, for either his death or survival. The sound stopped, and
Radley continued on his way.
As he walked past the other houses, he saw the flickering lights peeking
through the eternally closed curtains. The deathly grasp of entertainment had
never loosened, and Radley doubted that it ever would. After all, above the
president, above the prime minister, above the highest of the high, remained
addiction. Who needs a breathing, thinking human dictator, when addiction
can enslave people so much better? That oppressor of minds will never fall,
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and God knows when it will finish humans off forever.
“What are we doing tonight, fellow people? Video games? Reality television? How about a nice cooking show? I hear there’s an excellent recipe on
making custard cake,” whispered Radley. He laughed inward at his joke. Cooking. What an uncivilized method, compared to the IV drips of today.
As he left the house, he thought he saw a shadow of movement behind
the curtain. He stopped and looked behind him. It was gone.
As he continued on his way, he made sure to keep track of the time; once
the morning light broke through, the lack of an atmosphere would heat the
earth to an unbearable temperature. His only escape from the sun was his prison: Home.
Radley circled around a nearby apartment complex and continued on his

way. The silent air accentuated all sounds, and the distant roar of an engine
warned him that trouble was coming. And then, without warning, two tall figures walked out of the mist.
Radley broke into a sprint. He could not afford to be caught, and he knew
that the second he was, he would never return to walking the streets again. As

he was running, he noticed several things he had never seen before. Things
that only danger can bring about: He was old.
Radley was no longer as he was a mere 3 years ago. Especially with the toxic
air and numbing mist, Roadley was far past the average life expectancy, and
35 years of experience told him that he had no chance of escape. He had
been found.
“Well, hello, Mr. Radley. What are you doing out on such a cold night? Do
you need a ride home? I hear there’s an fantastic mystery show going on right
now!” crooned one of the tall men clad in black.
Radley struggled, but said nothing. Any word out of line could lead to a fate
worse than death. Radley had grew up hearing the sounds of the damned,
and he did not desire to have his voice join them.
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“Mr. Radley, I’m sure that this was just a little mistake. It’s quite chilly out-

side, and look: You don’t even have a warm jacket on! I’m sure a ride home
would be just what you need.”
And then, Radley felt a pressure behind his eyes, and his knees buckled.
He fell into an envelope of darkness.
He woke once more, seeing that he was kindly returned to his home. The
two were kneeling beside his armchair, and the television was flickering in front
of him.
“Look! It’s a murder mystery marathon! Isn’t that fun to watch? Boy, do I envy you, Mr. Radley,” mocked one Guardian.
“I - No. Let me go!” screamed Radley. He knew what would happen the moment he looked at the screen.

The duo forced his face towards the screen, and opened his tightly shut
eyes. And then, Radley, after years of escaping his demise, fell back into it. The
two Guardians walked out, and silently closed the door. It never opened
again.

“Some people don't like change, but
you need to embrace change if the alternative is disaster.”
~Elon Musk
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Video Games: Pros & Cons
Arin Sasmal, Age: 12

Arko Tribedi, Age: 10
There are many pros and cons to playing video games and here are
just a few.
Here are some of the pros to playing video games. Games are the fast-

est growing sport in the entire world! (true fact!). Games are a fun way to
bring people together, have a casual competition, or settle a dispute. Most
games are online and help us, the gamers, meet new people. As long as you
keep your gaming at a limit or standard, you can avoid bad eyesight and this
form of gamer’s thumb. Cyberbullying can happen almost anywhere, and
anytime, children are advised to merely ignore or block them.
Here are some of the cons of playing video games. Games can ruin
eyesight and give you repetitive thumb movements, and they hurt a lot, if you
over do it . Games can also be competitive and bring people into fights. Video
games can make you a social outcast and an anti-social person, because
many kids just play on their phones while they are at parties and other occasions. Video games can have a bad influence, because people talk about
weird stuff. Kids can also get cyberbullied while playing games.
These are some of the pros and cons of playing video games.

“Change brings opportunity.”
~Nido Quebein
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EDITORIAL: Different Yet Alike
Sambodh Mitra
Imagine this: a poor young man is in college, besieged by work, and
struggling with the problems of life. He is forced to work a part time job and
take night classes, forced to eat food from soup kitchens, and forced to end
his days with only 2 hours of sleep before starting the next day. Now imagine

this: A strong, intelligent boy wakes up in the lap of luxury, with the warm bed
around him, and the gentle pushing of his mother to wake him from the clutches of sleep. After brushing his teeth and washing his face, he walks over to the
college, surrounded by his group of friends, laughing and talking the whole
way. What is similar about these two people? Other than the fact that they’re

humans, nothing. What’s different? Everything, yet there is one thing deeper
than all physical and materialistic characteristics that unites them: Change.
Everyone experiences change in their lives, mainly because there’s no way
around it. Whether it is from moving from place to place, changing perspectives, or simply growing up, change is intertwined with all aspects of life. Even
though their lives are worlds apart, change still connects them because their
positions can switch. In the blink of an eye, the rich can fall, and through hardwork and talent alone, the poor can rise to become the heads of the world.

Change is neither good nor bad; it simply exists.
I have experienced change in my life because my home and friends have
changed. Moving from place to place has really shown me that there are few
things in life that are permanent, that the things most treasured can suddenly

disappear, and that the lost items of yesterday can return to us once more.
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I understand that even though certain parts of me change, my roots
never will. I am an Indian, and I am proud of it. Even though I attend the best
schools, go places that show me new perspectives of life, and experience life
changing moments, I will never forget who I am as a person. BASC has taught
me to always be true to my roots, because roots are what connect me to my
identity. Even though I am similar to other people around me, my culture differentiates me and defines who I am. That is the one thing that can never be
changed.

“Change alone is unchanging.”
~Heraclitus

“Change is inevitable.
Change for the better is a full time job.”

~Adlai E Stevenson
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